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MODULE 2

HOMEWORK CHECK LIST & VIDEO TAKE HOME

Once again, you can watch it either directly in the facebook group or in the Portal. Give yourself an hour and fifteen minutes. And remember 

that simply by immersing in this video, you are doing the work. Allow the chatter in your brain to subside and just hang out with the video. A 

70 minute commitment is a big deal in this day and age, but it’s where and how the magic happens. So, ignore any resistance that says this isn’t 

moving you forward in your goals and is a waste of precious time. This IS the moving forward of your energetic goal. Simply hearing the words, 

immersing in the energ y, and allowing them to land.  

A MONEY MINDSET RESET IN 4 PARTS

1. WATCH THE MODULE 2 VIDEO

Remind yourself that these are just numbers and start to notice if there is anything magical about them and the way they are showing up/ con-

figuring. Repeat the words I AM A MONEY MAGNET or MONEY IS MY FRIEND as you look at the numbers. Don’t give a hoot wheth-

er the proof is in the pudding just yet — this is energ y. It can move fast. But we have to find our blindspots and apply love and truth. No hiding. 

2. CHECK YOUR BANK BALANCE EVERY DAY

... and confirm with your Accountability Partner that you will be doing it then. Then commit to texting them once you have completed it. (And 

even before as you are begin to embark on it if you like — make this a FUN adventure. This is not hard work. This is 30 minutes or so with a 

pen and paper. Only your brain has told you that it’s hard or worthy of resistance. It’s really not.)

3. COMMIT TO A TIME TO DO YOUR WEEKLY HOMEWORK...
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This is the one hour per week that you sit at a desk and spend one hour working and connecting with your finances. You pay bills, you check 

your balance, you have a peak at how much you spent this past week — it’s all ok. It doesn’t matter how much you spent. Seriously. It’s just about 

owning it and stepping out of the shadows of denial. Your belly might gurgle during this golden hour, you may feel nauseous, but I PROMISE 

you that after it’s complete there’s a sense of psychic calm. And yes, if you need to, your module homework can happen during THE GOLDEN 

HOUR. I do mine on Tuesdays at 11pacific. Let’s make it a party and do yours then too. 

4. SCHEDULE YOUR GOLDEN HOUR

It’s available for download in the portal. 

5. DO THE HEAL YOUR MONEY KARMA RITUAL

(preferably three but this will likely make you NAUSEOUS so you can start slow)

Here are a few examples for you from my day:

I am Amazing and Courageous and Brave. I shared vulnerable details about past financial choices that I considered deeply shameful in a very 

public space with people I have never met before!!! I felt a bit of vulnerability hangover afterwards about sharing sooooo many personal details 

about my own life, and I also know that THIS is the WAY!!

I am Curious and Open-hearted and filled with Wonder. I am open to seeing and taking time to witness the beautiful signs and numbers and 

serendipities that are flowing through from the Universe.

I am Beautiful inside and out, and every day it becomes clearer and clearer to me as I see my reflection in the mirror. My eyes literally sing with 

delight and my new mascara is seriously the shit. 

Take a moment to read the above. And really allow them to land - I mean every single one. It’s unusual to sing our own praises in public like this. 

Notice what it brings forward in you. And notice how it feels to try this on FOR YOU. You are a rock star. No question. But you gotta allow it 

to be true. And have fun with them.

6. TEXT YOUR DAILY ONE BEAUTIFUL THING TO YOUR ACCOUNTABILITY PARTNER 
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TAKE HOMES FROM THE VIDEO

There are 2 main pillars that we are working with to set our foundation for this reset, and in simple terms they are this: 

... many many ways that you see and experience the world are effected by the ways your lineage and your ancestors have seen and experienced 

the world. Once we bring a light to these perceptual filters, we start to allow them to shift and transform.There will literally be specific circum-

stances in your life that directly mirror circumstances that your lineage has experienced. When and if you discover them, you can set them down 

once and for all, and consciously choose to experience the world differently. It’s that simple. And there’s no need to blame — everything you have 

witnessed, inherited or experienced served a specific purpose for your own Growth. The sooner we realize it, the sooner we realize the frequency 

of blame and start owning our own magic. 

1. WHILE YOU ARE NOT REMOTELY A VICTIM OF CIRCUMSTANCE...

... your ancestors and your lineage combined. It’s ok to work far fewer hours and bring home much more money. You will not be thrown out of 

the tribe for being above your station and you are not embarrassing anyone by showing them how easy it can actually be. Equally, its ok to make 

much less money that your parents, your ancestors or your tribe. What we are wanting to do is release the sense of expectation and comparison 

and fear; the specifics don’t matter as much as bringing a light to the ones that live in your psyche, and literally loving them into surrendering 

to the greater truth — you are loved. Always. Always. Always. Just are you are right Now. But here’s the thing — many of us have considered 

and worked with the notion that we might be ashamed of not earning enough to make our lineage proud, but few people consider the deeper 

fear that many people have — that they will embarrass their lineages by bringing in much more than they ever did or could. If this resonates 

for you, it will come through in your module homework. Allow yourself to make peace with it and put it to bed. It’s time. And from here you will 

vibrationally remember that it’s totally ok to gracefully and easily bring in large amounts of money.

2. IT’S OK TO MAKE MORE MONEY THAN YOUR PARENTS...


